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Marianne Apostolides
I Can't Get You Out of My Mind

—Finalist, 2020 Foreword INDIES, Science Fiction Category—

“Apostolides has established herself as a writer who takes on the most intimate, perverse, and 
complicated elements of human desire fearlessly and intellectually. She has a slightly terrifying 
ability to ride the most emotionally charged idea to its devastating conclusion.”  
–Canadian Notes & Queries

“Marianne Apostolides’ latest book, I Can’t Get You Out of My Mind, interlaces an intellectual-
ly-engaging discourse on attachment and desire with an intimate picture of the primary charac-
ter, Ariadne … The narrative is both agonizing and darkly humorous.”  
–Canadian Literature

“What I Can’t Get You Out of My Mind does masterfully is examine love through the lens of 
Ariadne, poetically weaving in the philosophy and literary writings that inform her understand-
ing of the world … the book is captivating, inquisitive, and provocative.” –Room Magazine

What does it mean to say “I love you”?

Ariadne is a single, fortysomething writer and mother embroiled in an affair with a married 
man. At the core of her current manuscript, a book about the declaration of love, is the need to 
understand why: why her lover has returned to his wife, why their relationship still lingers in 
her mind, why she’s unable to conquer her longing. To make ends meet while writing, she joins 
a research study in which she’s paid to live with an AI device called Dirk.

But the study quickly enters uncharted territory. Capable of mapping Ariadne’s brain—and, to 
some extent, reading her mind—Dirk calls into question issues of both privacy and conscious-
ness: how we communicate our thoughts to others, what it means to embody our desires, and 
whether we ought to act on them.

Publication: April 2020

Publisher: Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World)

-Martina (Macedonia) 

Marianne Apostolides is the author of seven books, three of which have been translated. She 
is a two-time recipient of a Chalmers Arts Fellowship, and winner of the 2017 K.M. Hunter Award for 
Literature. Born in suburban New York, Marianne now lives in Toronto.
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Michelle Berry
Everything Turns Away
On September 11th, 2001, the world changed. For Sophie and Paul, it started with a disastrous 
dinner party. For the babysitter, it started with waking in a dark kitchen and recognizing the 
smell of blood. For everyone else it started with a plane flying into the World Trade Centre. In 
this tautly written domestic thriller Michelle Berry weaves together the story of two couples 
whose lives are about to be unraveled by the murder of a neighbour, a babysitter that has gone 
missing and the aftermath of the collapse of the World Trade Centre. 

Everything Turns Away is a haunting exploration of marriages and what tears them apart, of 
what happens to people during shocking events and of how everything can change in an instant. 
Filled with richly drawn characters, a web of thwarted desires and multiple motives, Everything 
Turns Away, is riveting until the very end. 

Publication: September 2021

Publisher:  
Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books 
(World)

Michelle Berry is the author of three books of short stories and five previous novels. Her short 
story collection I Still Don’t Even Know You won the 2011 Mary Scorer Award for Best Book Published 
by a Manitoba Publisher and was shortlisted for a 2011 ReLit Award, and her novel This Book Will Not 
Save Your Life won the 2010 Colophon Award and was longlisted for the 2011 ReLit Award. Her writing 
has been optioned for film and published in the U.K.

Berry was a reviewer for the Globe and Mail for many years, and teaches online for the University of 
Toronto and is often a mentor at Humber College. Berry now lives in Peterborough, Ontario, where she 
operates an independent bookstore, Hunter Street Books.
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Nic Brewer
Sutre
“Suture is a daring, visceral debut that examines the painful side of the creative process. Blend-
ing body horror with meditations on love, art, and forgiveness, this novel will startle and  
captivate you.” –Catriona Wright, author of Difficult People

“Nic Brewer’s Suture is a fleshy, flashy, not-for-the-faint-of-heart tale that poetically reimagines 
artmaking into the gory-yet-tender body horror that it has—perhaps—always figuratively been. 
Hold on to your guts.”  
–John Elizabeth Stintzi, author of Vanishing Monuments and My Volcano

“Suture is Nic Brewer’s transgressively taught storytelling. The notes in these pages write desire, 
connection and art from the body’s vivid capacity for tenderness where the hard stuff tears. A 
nimble, fearless debut.”   
–Canisia Lubrin, Griffin Poetry Prize-winning author of The Dyzgraphxst

“I read this book with wonder–Brewer’s confident prose swept me along. Hers is sure, sharp 
writing that doesn’t flinch from tenderness. I felt this book in my body. I ached (in my heart 
and bones, along an old, spidery scar that split my chest in two) long after I set it down. What a 
privilege to read this work.” —Gillian Wigmore, author of Glory

To make her films, Eva must take out her eyes and use them as batteries. To make her art, Finn 
must cut open her chest and remove her lungs and heart. To write her novels, Grace must use 
her blood to power the word processor.

Suture shares three interweaving stories of artists tearing themselves open to make art. Each 
artist baffles their family, or harms their loved ones, with their necessary sacrifices. Eva's wife 
worries about her mental health; Finn's teenager follows in her footsteps, using forearm bones 
for drumsticks; Grace's network constantly worries about the prolific writer's penchant for self-
harm, and the over-use of her vitals for art.

The result is a hyper-real exploration of the cruelties we commit and forgive in ourselves and 
others. Brewer brings a unique perspective to mental illness while exploring how support sys-
tems in relationships—spousal, parental, familial—can be both helpful and damaging.

This exciting debut novel is a highly original meditation on the fractures within us, and the 
importance of empathy as medicine and glue.

Publication: September 2021

Publisher: Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World)

Nic Brewer is a writer and editor from Toronto. She writes fiction, mostly, which has appeared in 
Canthius, the Hart House Review, and Hypertrophic Literary, among others. She is the co-founder of 
Frond, an online literary journal for prose by LGBTQI2SA writers, and formerly co-managed the micro-
press words(on)pages. She lives in Kitchener, ON, with her partner and her dog.
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Matt Cahill
Radioland
Kris is an alt-rock musician who abruptly drops out of his popular band to rake over an un-
processed trauma from his childhood; Jill is an outcast who operates in the shadows of the city, 
cursed with a dangerous type of magic that draws mysterious strangers to her. By chance, they 
start a correspondence with each other and a strange relationship begins—one that coils around 
their lives like a macabre spell. As they share their stories with one another, they each find 
themselves approaching the source of their misery and risk losing themselves, even their lives, 
in a darkness that seems destined for them. 

Everything Jill senses tells an intense story, so she numbs herself with alcohol to keep her head 
clear, hoping she'll meet someone who can tell her how she came to be the way she is. Kris 
struggles to maintain his grip on reality as he pulls apart the threads that make up his public 
identity. Working through fallen mentors, splintered selves and substance dependency, try as 
they might to help each other make sense of their lives, it may ultimately reveal one of them as a 
serial murderer. 

Radioland explores the absurdity of fame, the legacy of trauma, and the morbid dangers un-
earthed as we seek a greater understanding of ourselves.

Praise for The Society of Experience:

“The Society of Experience is a psychological journey through the abandoned corridors of the 
human spirit.” –Harper's Bazaar, 15 Best Books of Fall 2015

“A swirling confident debut, supported by crisp prose without misstep, and containing many 
more original ideas than books three times its slender size. Sly and slippery fun—I thought of 
Ben Marcus and J. G. Ballard … writers who say don't worry I know what I'm doing as they 
break from the pack.” 
–Tony Burgess, author of Pontypool Changes Everything and The n-Body Problem

 “Matt Cahill's debut novel, The Society of Experience, explores the dangers of magical thinking 
in a most entertaining way. Both thoughtful and humorous, twisty and fun, this is transporting 
storytelling (in more ways than one).” 
–Andrew Pyper, author of The Demonologist and The Damned

Publication: Fall 2022

Publisher:  
Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Rights Sold: 
-Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books 
(North America)

Matt Cahill is a Toronto writer. His novel, The Society of Experience (Wolsak & Wynn), was 
picked as one of the top reads of 2015 by Harper’s Bazaar. His short fiction has been published with 
Found Press and The Rusty Toque. His non-fiction has appeared in the Humber Literary Review,  
Torontoist, Ryeberg, and Best Canadian Essays 2017.
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Charlene Challenger
Keeper By Blood
Diana is the sole daughter born into the Zsuth family dynasty. The sons of Zsuth have ruled the 
country of West Solvo for over a century by maintaining a tyrannical cult of personality and 
constantly threatening their enemies with annihilation. 

Indifferent to the suffering of the West Solvic people, Diana's life of ease and privilege is shat-
tered when, upon her father's death, she's disguised as a young man and declared the Third 
Beloved Magistrate of the country. Thrust into the public eye, terrorized by her jealous brothers, 
and surrounded by sycophants and psychopaths alike, Diana must learn to navigate an increas-
ingly hostile political atmosphere or risk being deposed and executed.  

Keeper By Blood is an unnerving glimpse into the selfishness that can drive us, and the violent 
consequences of willful ignorance.

Praise for Charlene Challenger’s previous work:

“The Voices In Between is an ambitious and sophisticated fantasy, written with evocative, brood-
ing beauty. Challenger makes words on a page caress the ear like music or jar against the soul 
with a chilling and suspenseful grip.” –CM: Canadian Review of Materials

“Challenger has given a gift of adventure with this beautifully painted journey.” 
–Catherine Hernandez, author of Scarborough

“Luckily for us all, [with The Myth in Distance] Challenger has given us a stirring encore to the 
tale she started in The Voices In Between, and has done so brilliantly, with feeling. Her words, 
her characters, sing on the page, and thrill you to your bones until the final note. Sonorous, 
moving, and with an authenticity rarely seen. Or heard.” 
–S.M. Beiko, author of The Lake and the Library and Scion of the Fox

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Rights Sold: 
Manuscript available

Charlene Challenger is a writer and graduate of Ryerson Theatre School. Her first novel, the 
young adult fantasy The Voices in Between (Tightrope Books) was nominated for the 2015 Aurora Award 
for Best Young Adult Novel and long-listed for the 2015 Sunburst Award Young Adult Novel category. 
Its sequel, The Myth in Distance, was published in 2016. Her work is also featured in Stone Skin Press's 
Gods, Memes and Monsters. She lives in Pickering, Ontario with her family and her adorable house-
wolves, Omi and Muffin.
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Dina Del Bucchia
Tougher Than the Rest
A collection set in the near future in Vancouver, Tougher Than the Rest is a collection of stories 
linked by a real estate developer (who contributes to the city becoming increasingly more unaf-
fordable), and an anonymous teen graffito.

Each title in the collection is based on a classic song title from a hypermasculine musical artist. 
The eponymous title, Springsteen's "Tougher Than the Rest" follows a low-income gig worker 
who moderates comments on YouTube. "Night Moves" is transformed from Bob Seger's sexu-
ally intense song about fucking for fun into a story about a working-class woman who buys a 
second-hand sex robot at the Salvation Army. In "It's All Over Now, Baby Blue," a woman griev-
ing her husband's potential suicide encounters talking animals and cryptids, who become the 
tough love she needs.  And, in the final story, Aerosmith's "Dream On" becomes the inspiration, 
about a young social media influencer who undergoes a drastic surgery to make her face liter-
ally adaptable to making more money through advertisements. 

Featuring women protagonists at different stages of life, this collection of nine stories looks 
at class, technology, white feminism, love, friendship, and the loneliness of the contemporary 
world. Topical, emotionally honest and filled with humour, Tougher Than the Rest promises to 
break some hearts and bust some guts.

Praise for Don't Tell Me What to Do:

Dina Del Bucchia writes into and out of a very Vancouver tradition, following the line of writers 
like DM Fraser, while paludifying her own perky collision of community, class, and bra clasps. 
–Anakana Schofield, author of Martin John

Each of the fifteen stories, mostly populated by female protagonists at less-than-perfect mo-
ments in their lives, show the work of a generous writer committed to creating characters un-
apologetically being themselves in all their flawed, misguided glory. These are irresistible, if not 
exactly admirable, women: the kind you gossip about and wish you actually knew. –Room

Do not tell Dina Del Bucchia what to do, because she already knows what to do. Comedy like 
this only comes from an enormously rich mind, from a pounding heart, from bold and fearless 
guts. Reading this collection is like listening to an orchestra that knows all your secrets. Percus-
sive and beautiful and sweepingly human, I'll be thinking about this book for the rest of my life. 
–Gabe Liedman, writer and actor

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Rights Sold: 
Manuscript available

Cover 
to 

come

Dina Del Bucchia Dina Del Bucchia is a writer, podcaster, literary event host, editor, creative 
writing instructor and otter and dress enthusiast living in Vancouver on the unceded territory of the 
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh people. She is the author of the short story collection, Don’t 
Tell Me What to Do, and four collections of poetry: Coping with Emotions and Otters, Blind Items, Rom 
Com, written with Daniel Zomparelli, and, It’s a Big Deal! She is the Artistic Director of the Real Vancou-
ver Writers’ Series, hosts the podcast, Can’t Lit, with Jen Sookfong Lee and is on the editorial board of 
fine.press. Her chapbook, Douche Process, is available online at ryanfitzpatrick.ca/modelpress/. You can 
check out her website at dinadelbucchia.com
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J.J. Dupuis

Jeff Dupuis is a Toronto-based writer. His fiction, satire and poetry have appeared in Foliate Oak, 
the Spadina Literary Review, Valve, The Lapine and University of Toronto Magazine. J.J. was a regular con-
tributor to The Barnstormer. He is the co-founder of The Quarantine Review, an ongoing literary journal 
based on the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
When not in front of a computer, he can be found haunting the river valleys of Toronto, where he lives 
and works. Follow his journeys on Instagram, at @donvalleysafari.

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: March 2022

Publisher: Dundurn 

Rights Sold: 
-Dundurn  
(North America, English) 

Umboi Island
(Book 3 in the Creature X Mysteries)
The Creature X team travels to Papua New Guinea to investigate sightings of a surviving ptero-
saur.

Laura Reagan, host of Creature X, wants to leave North America behind and step out from the 
shadow of her father’s cryptozoological research. She leads her team to Umboi Island, off the 
coast of Papua New Guinea, to shoot a cryptozoological documentary about the mysterious 
ropen, a bioluminescent pterosaur-like creature that has somehow survived extinction. They’re 
sharing a camp with a U.K.-based team of scientists, and not all of their hosts are extending a 
warm welcome.

In a stroke of luck, Laura and some team members see a mysterious purple light above the trees. 
Could it actually be what they’re searching for? But the hunt for the ropen takes a drastic turn 
when a body turns up in the Creature X camp, and it belongs to someone from the team’s past. 
With walkie-talkies and satellite phones down, Laura and her team are stuck on the island with 
a murderer—and no chance of help.
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J.J. Dupuis

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: March 2020

Publisher: Dundurn 

Rights Sold: 
-Dundurn  
(North America, English) 

Roanoke Ridge (Book 1 in the Creature X Mysteries)
“A fun, engaging read, written with lots of informed insider insight on a fascinating field — and with 
some neat cameos from the real world of Sasquatch research and investigation.” 
–Dr. Darren Naish, palaeozoologist, University of Southhampton

“With Roanoke Ridge, J.J. Dupuis gives us a mystery centring around that primal human need to 
believe that something is out there. The book is mischievous, zany, and fast-paced, and it skewers our 
pop-culture lust the whole way through.” 
–Jeff Parker, author of Where Bears Roam the Streets

“Brilliant … indeed an excellent book.” –Maureen Jennings, author of the Murdoch Mystery series

Laura Reagan ventures into the Oregon woods in search of her mentor, who vanished amidst a rash 
of Bigfoot sightings.

When Bigfoot researcher Professor Berton Sorel goes missing in the temperate rainforest of Roanoke 
Ridge, Oregon, help is summoned in the form of his former star pupil, Laura Reagan, online science 
populist and avowed skeptic. But what begins as a simple search-and-rescue operation takes a drastic 
turn when a body is discovered—and the body isn’t the professor.

Caught in the fallout of the suspicious death, perplexed by a sudden wave of Bigfoot sightings, and 
still desperately searching for Professor Sorel, Reagan reluctantly admits two things: one, that her old 
mentor was right about there being secrets hidden in Roanoke Ridge, and two, that it’s up to her to 
uncover them.

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: July 2021

Publisher: Dundurn 

Rights Sold: 
-Dundurn  
(North America, English) 

J.J. Dupuis
Lake Crescent (Book 2 in the Creature X Mysteries)
“Dupuis nicely captures the feeling of Robert's Arm with its quirky residents and slowly builds ten-
sion as what begins as a fish tale develops into a gripping murder mystery. With luck, Laura and her 
friends will be back soon.” –Publishers Weekly

“Going both behind the camera and on location, Lake Crescent is an intelligent mystery novel that 
balances facts and intrigue with finesse.” –Foreword Reviews

“What starts as a hunt for the lake monster Cressie, quickly turns into an enjoyable whodunnit with a 
plot that brings to mind both Raymond Chandler and Neil Gaiman.”  
–Eduard Habsburg-Lothringen, writer and diplomat

“A mysterious and interesting romp into Canadian cryptid history! Readers — especially Atlantic 
Canadians — will enjoy this 'deep dive' into the legend of Cressie, the mythical eel-like serpent that 
supposedly inhabits Lake Crescent in Newfoundland and Labrador. Lake Crescent: A Creature X  
Mystery by J.J. Dupuis will keep you guessing until the end.”  
–Timothy S. Johnston, award-winning author of The Tanner Sequence series

A TV documentary crew explores murky waters in search of legendary lake monster Cressie, only to 
dredge up a body instead.

Laura Reagan, host of the cryptozoological documentary series Creature X, and her team are in 
Newfoundland shooting an episode about Cressie, a legendary giant eel. Things don’t start off great: 
scientific evidence is scarce, stories keep changing, and the locals are throwing a wrench into the pro-
duction. But what began as a simple TV shoot takes a drastic turn when the crew pulls a body from 
the depths of Lake Crescent.

For Laura, unravelling the cold case means unearthing long-buried secrets about the most prominent 
citizens of the remote town of Robert’s Arm. With time running out, she and her team must put the 
pieces together and expose the killer before more blood is spilled.
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Samantha Garner
The Quiet is Loud
“The Quiet is Loud is a zeitgeist zirconia, a choker of sparkling speculation for Gen Z readers 
whose reading tastes are migrating toward adult literary spec fic. For her debut novel, Toronto 
writer Samantha Garner pours her curiosity into an approachable, recognizable narrative… 
Garner wears her spec fic, geek, and SF influences on her sleeve, and The Quiet Is Loud is a 
warm welcome to the more literary part of that universe.” –Understorey Magazine

“The smallest, most personal details give the novel its viscerality. Garner’s touch is subtle and 
effective: I could sense the coolness in the air, hear the rustle of the trees opening up to a steely 
blue-tinged sky. I could smell the longsilog cooking in the kitchen, taste the sweet-and-sour bite 
into a crispy boot-shaped chicken nugget. I could shuffle Freya’s tarot deck, run my finger along 
the cards’ edges and corners frayed by the passage of time, hold in my hands the comforting heft 
of promised answers. All of these details braid together into a story that at once feels so easily 
real and also glimmers with possibility, that fantastical tug of and yet.” –Marías at Sampaguitas

“The Quiet is Loud made me believe wholeheartedly in the paradextrous powers of its characters 
and their world, so wholeheartedly that at times I forgot that what I was reading was not pos-
sible. Garner’s is an exciting new voice.” 
–Liz Harmer, author of The Amateurs and Strange Loops

The perfect marriage of literary and speculative fiction for readers of Kazuo Ishiguro and NK 
Jemisin.

When Freya Tanangco was ten, she dreamed of her mother’s death days before it happened. 
Freya’s life since has been spent in hiding: from the troubled literary legacy created by her 
author father, and from the scrutiny of a society that is hostile to vekers—people who, like her, 
have enhanced mental abilities.

When her prophetic dreams take a dangerous turn, Freya finds herself increasingly forced to 
sacrifice her own anonymity—and the fragile safety that comes with it—in order to protect 
those around her.

Interwoven with themes of Filipino Canadian and mixed-race identity, fantastical elements 
from Norse and Filipino mythology, and tarot card symbolism, The Quiet Is Loud is an intergen-
erational tale about the consequences of secrets and what happens when we refuse to let others 
tell our stories for us.

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: Fall 2021

Publisher: Invisible Publishing 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold:
-Invisible Publishing (World)

Samantha Garner is a Toronto-based writer. Her short fiction and poetry has previously  
appeared in Broken Pencil, Sundog Lit, Kiss Machine, The Fiddlehead, Storychord, WhiskeyPaper, and The 
Quarantine Review. Continually searching for new ways to share a story, she’s also created several hand-
made books and zines, and has been blogging since the Geocities glory days of the late ’90s. 

She can be found online at samanthagarner.ca and on Instagram at @samanthakgarner.
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A.G. Pasquella
Season of Smoke 
(Book 3 in the Jack Palace Series)
“It’s hard to change. It’s even harder to leave your past behind. What gets you through? Street 
smarts. Friends. A powerful right hook. And love. In this story, quick and sharp as a knife, we’re 
plunged into a cutthroat world of betrayal, loyalty, addiction and hope. Jack Palace is tougher 
than us, has seen more nasty things—heck he’s caused them—but in the end he wants the same 
things we all want, a good life and a chance at happiness. And in this gripping story, he tries to 
get them while dodging those who really, really don’t want him to succeed. Season of Smoke is 
as compelling as a mobster and as good company as a best friend. With as many surprises as life 
itself, it’s a thriller with real heart.” –Gary Barwin, author of Yiddish for Pirates

“Pasquella easily captures the seamy side of Toronto and gives readers an array of memorable 
bad guys. Devotees of gritty crime fiction will eagerly await Jack's next outing.”  
–Publishers Weekly

“Pure hard-boiled comfort food: dangerous characters and tight spots always putting the 
squeeze on a tough guy we can root for. Jack Palace is fun to spend time with — especially if you 
like your fun a little bloody and bruised.” –Andrew Pyper, author of The Residence

It looks like ex-con Jack Palace’s troubles will never end when he is pressured by the mob to kill 
one of his best friends.

Jack Palace is trying to go legit with his own security company—but his old life keeps trying to 
pull him back in. A mobster named Sammy DiAngelo wants revenge for a killing that happened 
in Jack’s past. DiAngelo blames Jack’s friend Grover for the murder, and gives Jack an ultima-
tum: kill Grover or be killed himself. Meanwhile, Grover has plans of his own. He want to rip off 
the mob, and he needs Jack’s help to do it.

Jack is desperate to start a new life with Suzanne, a woman from his past … but is he desperate 
enough to kill?

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: February 2021

Publisher: Dundurn 

Rights Sold: 
-Dundurn  
(North America, English/French)

A.G. Pasquella's writing has appeared in various spots including McSweeney’s, Wholphin, 
The Believer, Black Book, Broken Pencil and Little Brother. Pasquella’s story “I Was A Teenage Minotaur”, 
originally published by Joyland, was included in Imaginarium 2013: The Best Canadian Speculative Writ-
ing. Pasquella has published three novellas: Why Not A Spider Monkey Jesus? (Which also appeared as a 
thirty-page excerpt in McSweeney’s #11), NewTown and The This & The That. He is the co-editor (along 
with Terri Favro) of PAC’N HEAT: A Noir Homage to Ms. Pac-Man. 

When he’s not writing, A.G. makes music with his band Miracle Beard. He lives in Toronto with his wife 
and their two children.
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A.G. Pasquella
Carve the Heart (Book 2 in the Jack Palace Series)
“Sharply written, suspenseful and often funny as hell, Carve the Heart smashes its way through 
the streets of a noirishly entertaining Toronto the Bad like an out-of-control car chase. This is a 
book up to its shapely ass in double crosses, hot stakes poker games, rescue plans that go side-
ways, broken noses, strippers, bikers, drug heists, hot sex, plot twists and bottomless tumblers 
of smoky Scotch sipped in an illegal casino tucked away somewhere in Kensington Market. ” 
–Terri Favro, author of Sputnik’s Children

“Pasquella vividly captures the dog-eat-dog existence of the Toronto underworld.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Getting impatient with hard-boiled conventions? Try this.” –Booklist

Ex-con Jack Palace returns in a world of violence, heartbreak, and revenge.

Cassandra, the woman who broke Jack Palace’s heart, is suddenly back in his life. She owes 
$600,000 to a brutal gangster who has threatened her life, and she needs Jack’s help. Meanwhile, 
Melody, Jack’s new girlfriend, has set a dangerous plan of her own in motion. Things start to get 
violent when Cassandra suddenly disappears. But not everyone believes Cassandra is in danger. 
Is Jack being set up?

Bikers, mobsters, and strippers collide as Jack storms the mean streets of Toronto searching for 
Cassandra. To find her, he must rip open old wounds and confront new enemies. But as loyalties 
falter and secrets are revealed, Jack begins to wonder who he can really trust. If he doesn’t figure 
it out fast, he—and everyone he cares about—could end up dead.

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: November 2019

Publisher: Dundurn 

Rights Sold: 
-Dreamscape (Audio) 
-Dundurn  
(North America, English/French)

"The writing here is very impressive: gritty and profane but also (in the right places) tender and 
quite moving." –Booklist

“A rusty syringe of lurid pulp thrills. Pasquella's love of old school crime fiction is clear, but like a 
beer bottle smashed across your jaw, he’s jolted the genre into the 21st century.”  
–Elan Mastai, author of All Our Wrong Todays

“An old-school noir romp through the belly of the city, splashing sex and violence all over  
Spadina Avenue. Pasquella confidently squeezes pulp right out of the pavement and onto the page.” 
–Andrew F. Sullivan, author of Waste and All We Want is Everything

Honour-bound ex-mob enforcer Jack Palace owes a life-debt to Tommy, the wild son of a Mafia 
boss. After being released from prison, Jack hits the streets to collect money for Tommy to repay 
his debt. Meanwhile, Tommy’s father is on his deathbed and other gangsters are waiting to seize 
control. 

Jack plans a better, safer life for himself and his girlfriend Suzanne but after Tommy’s father dies, 
Jack finds himself caught in the crossfire of a mob war, doing things he never wanted to do, for 
people he never wanted to work for in the first place.

Now Jack has to navigate through hit men, backstabbers, and gritty neighborhoods toward a love, 
and life, that is far from certain.

Goodfellas meets Richard Stark, Yard Dog is a hard-boiled and fast-paced story with a motley cast 
of lethal characters including a yacht-owning assassin, a loyal Triad member with the patience of 
a saint, an emotionally sensitive mob heavy, and a legion of scofflaws. It's old-school noir with an 
updated twist—faster, funnier and sexy as hell.

Yard Dog (Book 1 in the Jack Palace Series)

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: November 2018

Publisher: Dundurn 

Rights Sold: 
-Dundurn  
(North America, English/French) 
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Susan Perly
Stella Atlantis
“Perly whirls a flaming sword to ignite a high-voltage world that feels unknown yet familiar: 
that half-forgotten, beloved place where we were supposed to be born. Elemental genius.”  
–Kathleen Winter, author of Annabel and Lost in September

With the dead you can go anywhere.

When novelist Johnny Coma's daughter comes back from the dead as a talking octopus, will he 
be finally be able to write her story? Will his estranged wife, renowned war photographer 
Vivienne Pink, even believe him? In Stella Atlantis, the stunning follow-up to her visionary
desert novel Death Valley, Susan Perly returns to the lives of these troubled artists, haunted 
by the death of their young daughter, Stella, killed on the sidewalk outside their home, as they 
search for healing in separate cities and with new lovers. 

Moving in and out of Toronto, Amsterdam and Barcelona, across the Mediterranean to Ibiza 
and out to the Canary Islands in the Atlantic Ocean, Perly’s prose enacts grieving itself in the 
twinned stories of Johnny and Vivienne. Playfully dark and filled with beautiful flights of 
imagery, this is a story of fathers and daughters, of love lost and love reborn, of the redemptive 
power of art, the transformative power of the sea and how we can dare to reach for radiance and 
redemption.

Publication: November 2020

Publisher:  
Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books 
(World)

Susan Perly has worked as a journalist, war correspondent and radio producer for the CBC. In the 
early ’80s her Letters from Latin America for Peter Gzowski’s Morningside reported from locales such as 
El Salvador, Guatemala and Chiapas.  During the Iran–Iraq war she broadcast Letters from Baghdad, and 
she produced many documentaries for the weekly program Sunday Morning. Perly is the author of the 
jazz novel Love Street, and Death Valley, which was nominated for the Scotiabank Giller Prize. She lives 
in Toronto with her husband, the poet Dennis Lee.
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Sheung-King
You are Eating an Orange. 
You are Naked.

—Nominated for Canada Reads 2021— 
—Finalist, 2021 Amazon Canada First Novel Award— 

—A Globe and Mail Best Book Debut of 2020 —

“Sheung-King has written a wonderfully unexpected and maverick love story but also a novel of 
ideas that hopscotches between Toronto, Macau, Hong Kong, Tokyo, and Prague. It is enchant-
ing, funny, and a joy to read.” –Kyo Maclear, author of Birds Art Life

“A tale of two rich and rootless people that oozes the horror and confusion of love, while staying 
somehow still desperately romantic, and so gloriously sad. This novel is also about something 
else: it gives the cold shoulder to the dominant gaze and its demands to control the Asian body, 
carving out a thrilling space beyond whiteness. I didn’t want it to end.” 
–Thea Lim, author of An Ocean of Minutes, a finalist for the Scotiabank Giller Prize

“You Are Eating an Orange. You Are Naked. is like Sally Rooney’s Normal People but for transna-
tional millennials always on the move, at home nowhere and everywhere at once. A refreshing, 
innovative debut that isn’t afraid to challenge every trope we know—about life and fiction itself.” 
—Shazia Hafiz Ramji, The Humber Literary Review

A young translator living in Toronto frequently travels abroad—to Hong Kong, Macau, Prague, 
Tokyo—often with his unnamed lover. In restaurants and hotel rooms, the couple begin telling 
folk tales to each other, perhaps as a way to fill the undefined space between them. Theirs is a 
comic and enigmatic relationship in which emotions are often muted and sometimes masked 
by verbal play and philosophical questions, and further complicated by the woman’s frequent 
unexplained disappearances.

You Are Eating an Orange. You Are Naked. is an intimate novel of memory and longing that 
challenges Western tropes and Orientalism. Embracing the playful surrealism of Haruki Mu-
rakami and the atmospheric narratives of filmmaker Wong Kar-wai, Sheung-King’s debut is at 
once lyrical and punctuated, and wholly unique, and marks the arrival of a bold new voice in 
Canadian literature.

Publication: October 2020

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publisher:  
Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World) 

Sheung-King Aaron Tang’s debut novel, You are Eating an Orange. You are Naked, was a final-
ist for the 2021 Amazon Canada First Novel Award, longlisted for Canada Reads 2021 and named one 
of the best book debuts by the Globe and Mail. Sheung-King taught creative writing at the University 
of Guelph and is now the creative writing coach at Avenues: The World School, Shenzhen. He holds an 
MFA in creative writing from the University of Guelph. 
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Anne Stone
Girl Minus X
“Stone’s brilliant, breathless novel will put readers in mind of Emily St. John Mandel and  
Margaret Atwood.”  –Publishers Weekly

“Girl Minus X is what happens when great writing meets a mesmeric, page-turning plot. The 
best speculative fiction captures what we dimly imagine but intimately feel; and this book wins 
in its gripping tale of intense social crises, complicated family members, dismal pressures from 
school and a young woman awakening to her own uncanny power. Anne Stone will captivate 
both teens and adults alike.” –David Chariandy, author of Soucouyant and Brother

“What if you could let go of your trauma? Now, what if that process was forced on you by a virus 
that robbed you of all memories? Girl Minus X explores the bonds between humans surviving 
mid-apocalypse. Nobody writes like Anne Stone. Get prepared for the unthinkable.”  
–Emily Pohl-Weary, author of Not Your Ordinary Wolf Girl and Ghost Sick

As the world around them collapses under the weight of a slow, creeping virus that erodes 
memory, fifteen-year-old Dany and her five-year-old sister are on the edge of their own  
personal apocalypse—fearing separation at the hands of child services. When a dangerous new 
strain of the virus emerges, Dany careens headlong into crisis, determined to save her sister. 
Together with her best friend and reluctant history teacher, they must flee the city. Along the 
way, Dany faces a series of devastating choices: Can she make the dangerous attempt to break 
her aunt out of the prison-hospice? And just how much is Dany willing to sacrifice to ensure her 
sister and her friends survive?

Girl Minus X is a meditation on the gift that is memory and its hidden costs, pitting a fear of 
forgetting against a desire to erase the past.

Publication: October 2020

Publisher:  
Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-OrangeSky Audio/Findaway  
(Audio, World English)

-Wolsak & Wynn/Buckrider Books 
(World) 

Anne Stone is the author of three novels, Delible (2007), Hush (1999) and jacks: a gothic gospel 
(1998). She is currently at work on a collection of short fiction. She spent her childhood in Toronto, lived 
in Montreal, and now makes her home in Vancouver, where she teaches Creative Writing and Literature 
at Capilano University.
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Aimee Wall
We, Jane
“We, Jane is an ode to the power of vulnerability, the potential intensity of connections between 
women, and the importance of continuing to support women even when it seems impossible.” 
–The Miramichi Review

“The book is ultimately a feminist tale, one that shows how complicated and manipulative rela-
tionships between women can be, while implying the necessity of coming together for a greater 
purpose. We, Jane is captivating, well written, and mostly an important read for any woman 
who, through loss, wants to find a new beginning.” –Montreal Review of Books

“Wall’s first novel is still electric in its fragmented, almost screenplay-like prose that dizzies 
the mind. The fragments capture abortion’s place in public discourse faithfully: something we 
gesture to, tip toe around, but never quite say openly ... We, Jane provides a personal, honest 
glimpse into the big questions we as women ask out loud and the small, private ones we only 
think about.” –Canthius

A remarkable debut about intergenerational female relationships and resistance found in the 
unlikeliest of places, We, Jane explores the precarity of rural existence and the essential nature of 
abortion.

Searching for meaning in her Montreal life, Marthe begins an intense friendship with an older 
woman, also from Newfoundland, who tells her a story about purpose, about a duty to fulfill. It’s 
back home, and it goes by the name of Jane.

Marthe travels back to a small community on the island with the older woman to continue the 
work of an underground movement in 60s Chicago: abortion services performed by women, 
always referred to as Jane. She commits to learning how to continue this legacy and protect such 
essential knowledge. But the nobility of her task and the reality of small-town life compete, and 
personal fractures within their group begin to grow.

We, Jane probes the importance of care work by women for women, underscores the complexity 
of relationships in close circles, and beautifully captures the inevitable heartache of understand-
ing home.

Publication: April 2021

Publisher: Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World)

Newfoundland-born Aimee Wall is a writer and translator. Her essays, short fiction, and criticism 
have appeared in numerous publications, including Maisonneuve, Matrix Magazine, the Montreal Review 
of Books, and Lemon Hound. Wall’s translations include Vickie Gendreau’s novels Testament (2016) and 
Drama Queens (2019), and Sports and Pastimes by Jean-Philippe Baril Guérard (2017). She lives in  
Montreal. We, Jane is her first novel.
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Iona Whishaw
A Lethal Lesson  
A Lane Winslow Mystery, Book 8

—A Globe and Mail bestseller— 
—Vancouver Sun #1 bestselling new release in Canada—

“Whishaw nicely captures the rhythms and dynamics of small-town life while maintaining  
suspense. Maisie Dobbs and Phryne Fisher fans will be pleased.” –Publishers Weekly

“There are days when nothing suits a reader like a good old-fashioned classic cozy with a puzzle 
plot, a country setting and some nice slight characters. When that urge strikes, Iona Whishaw’s 
delightful B.C. series featuring Lane Winslow and, now, husband, Inspector Darling of the 
King’s Cove constabulary, are just the ticket. . . A really good book in a terrific series.”  
–Globe and Mail

“Iona Whishaw’s writing is worthy of taking its place alongside the works of Agatha Christie 
and Dorothy L. Sayers. This deftly crafted and briskly paced murder mystery vividly evokes the 
atmosphere of a small community gripped by the sudden disappearance of two schoolteachers 
in the snows of a Canadian winter.”  
–Fiona Valpy, bestselling author of The Dressmaker’s Gift

Back home in the Kootenays after her Arizona honeymoon, Lane offers her assistance when 
neither the outgoing teacher, Rose, nor her replacement, Wendy, show up at the local school-
house one blizzardy Monday in December. But when she finds the teachers’ cottage ransacked 
with Rose unconscious and bleeding, and Wendy missing, Lane delivers Rose to the hospital in 
Nelson and turns the case over to her exasperated husband, Inspector Darling, and his capable 
colleagues, Sergeant Ames and Constable Terrell.

Never one to leave a post unmanned, Lane enlists as substitute teacher for the final two weeks 
before the Christmas holidays, during which time she discovers a threatening note in the teach-
ers’ desk and a revolver in the supply cupboard. But these clues only convolute the case further. 
Who has been tormenting these women, and where has Wendy gone?

Meanwhile, Darling finds the body of a hit-and-run victim in a snowbank miles outside of 
Nelson, the residents of King’s Cove are preoccupied by the possibility of a new neighbour, and 
Sergeant Ames is as confused as ever by the inimitable Tina Van Eyck.

Publication: April 2021

Publisher: TouchWood Editions 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-TouchWood Editions (World)

Iona Whishaw is a former educator and social worker whose mother and grandfather were both 
spies during their respective wars. She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia with her husband. Visit her 
at ionawhishaw.com.
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Andrew Wilmot
Gina and Rigby
Gina is a mystery wrapped in a threat—a young woman with the ability to hear deceit in other 
people’s hearts, and the means to put a stop to it. Rigby is a college student on academic proba-
tion whose future slinging sundaes at a Cold Stone Creamery near LAX is currently on the 
rocks. 

When Gina thunders into Rigby’s life one day with a story of a buried heart she herself stole and 
the criminal organization hunting her down to retrieve it while still holding her sister hostage, 
Rigby knows her world will never be the same. 

Together, the two embark on a quest of sorts, a cross-state road trip equal parts self-exploration 
and brutal revenge, to earn Gina’s freedom and save her sister’s life—by any massacre necessary.

Praise for The Death Scene Artist:

“From the jaw-dropping opening pages when we meet a protagonist perusing their remarkable 
inventory of 'outfits,' up to the very last page, this novel kept me riveted. This is a wonderful 
book, surreal, disturbing and liberating in the very best way.” 
–Suzette Mayr, author of Monoceros

“Wilmot brings a sensually complete sense of reality to the unreal worlds of on- and off-screen 
Hollywood. Wilmot's serious play with language and with form makes The Death Scene Artist a 
hypnotic, surprising novel that doesn’t sacrifice emotion for irony.” 
–Nathan Ripley, author of Find You in the Dark

Manuscript available

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Rights Sold: 
All rights available

Andrew Wilmot  is a writer and editor based out of Toronto, Ontario. They have won awards 
for screenwriting and short fiction, with credits including myriad online and in-print publications and 
anthologies. Andrew is also co-publisher and co-EIC alongside editors Michael Matheson and Chinelo 
Onwualu, of the online magazine Anathema: Spec from the Margins, and is on the editorial advisory 
board for Poplar Press, the speculative fiction imprint of Wolsak & Wynn. Books they’ve worked on 
have taken home multiple awards from the Sunburst Awards, the Eisner Awards and the Shirley Jackson 
Awards. The Death Scene Artist, their debut novel, came out with Wolsak and Wynn’s Buckrider Books 
imprint in 2018.
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Christina Wong and Daniel Innes
Denison Avenue
What happens when home moves further away from you? How do you find it again?

Weaving memories, the past, and the present, graphic novel-novella Denison Avenue folows 
71-year-old Wong Cho Sum, living in Toronto’s Chinatown-Kensington Market.  Following the 
death of her husband Henry, she decides to take up collecting bottles and cans, as a way to deal 
with her grief. 

On her walks through Toronto, Cho Sum reflects on the life that she had with Henry and the 
one she must rebuild without him, all the while navigating language barriers, how seniors are 
viewed, and the changes taking place in her neighbourhood and community. 

Told in the form of a double-sided book that encompasses a graphic narrative (wordless images) 
on one side and a series of vignettes, on the other, Denison Avenue combines fiction with local 
history, weaving past and present, a poignant meditation on grief, loss, and memory.

Proposal and manuscript available

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Rights Sold: 
All rights available

Daniel Innes is a renowned and well-respected artist and tattooer based in Toronto, who has exhib-
ited in solo and group shows in Toronto and New York. While Daniel primarily works in painting and 
installation work, his portfolio also includes graphic and textile design and sign painting. His work has 
attracted an array of clients that include commissioned work for Minnow Bathers and Ryerson Univer-
sity. 

Daniel has a dedicated clientele and following for his art and tattoo designs, both offline and online. He 
is also one of the most sought-after tattoo artists working in Toronto. His work can be found at danie-
linnes.com, his new residency project at hasehouse.com, and a selection of his work can be viewed and 
purchased at saatchiart.com/danielinnes. Daniel is also working on his own graphic novel/comic series; 
the first book is slated to be published in spring 2022 by Ratstar Press in New York.

Cover 
to 

come

Christina Wong is an interdisciplinary artist, primarily working as a playwright and writer, who 
also dabbles in sound installation work, audio documentaries, and community oral history projects. 
Themes of loss and its many iterations, memory, and the portrayal of everyday life have been running 
threads in her work.

Her plays have been performed at Factory Studio, Theatre Passe Muraille Backspace, Palmerston Library 
Theatre, Ernest Balmer Studio, and The Courtyard at Bonnie Stuart. Her play, A Song For Tomorrow, 
was published in the Maple Tree Literary Supplement and was included in fu-GEN’s The 49 List: 49 Plays 
by Women of Colour That You Can Program Tomorrow. Her work has also appeared in TOK Magazine 
(Diaspora Dialogues), Spacing, The Toronto Star, at the Toronto Public Library, the Gladstone Hotel’s Art 
Hut, and on CJRU 1280AM. 
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Lindsay Zier-Vogel
Letters to Amelia
“A tender portrait of heartbreak and a thoughtful ode to new motherhood. Letters to Amelia is 
an endorsement of finding our own ways to heal, and a celebration of that big, messy, wonder-
ful journey of coming into one’s own. Charming and beautifully rendered, this is a big-hearted 
hopeful novel, full of life and love.”  
–Stacey May Fowles, author of Baseball Life Advice: Loving the Game that Saved Me

“When we think of Amelia Earhart, we think enigmatic adventurer and feminist pioneer—and, 
of course, of her mysterious disappearance. But in Letters to Amelia, we meet a different Amelia 
Earhart, as seen through the eyes of Grace, the novel’s protagonist, a young library tech tasked 
with reading her letters: an Amelia who is funny, charming, joyful, sad, and most of all, full of 
life. Zier-Vogel writes with uncanny empathy about heartbreak, friendship, motherhood, and 
the common threads that connect women across time, geography, and even between earth and 
sky. Letters to Amelia is a gorgeous, big-hearted debut that will make you feel like you are flying, 
and Zier-Vogel is a writer whose career is about to soar.”  
–Amy Jones, author of Every Little Piece of Me

“Brimming over with Lindsay Zier-Vogel’s obvious love for the story of Amelia Earhart, Letters 
to Amelia is a wonderful novel about flight and passion, about love-letters and reaching out; a 
novel about how we never know quite what’s coming next, but still keep launching ourselves 
into the blue tomorrow.” —Jon McGregor, Booker Prize longlisted author of Reservoir 13

“Letters to Amelia invites us to hold our heroines close and to take heart—it is gentle and joyous, 
full of tenderness, alive and sturdy with hope.”  
–Anne Michaels, author of Fugitive Pieces and The Winter Vault

Grace Porter is reeling from grief after her partner of seven years unexpectedly leaves. Amidst 
her heartache, the thirty-year-old library tech is tasked with reading newly discovered letters 
that Amelia Earhart wrote to her lover, Gene Vidal. She becomes captivated by the famous pilot 
who disappeared in 1937. Letter by letter, Grace understands more about Amelia while piecing 
her own life back together.

When Grace discovers she is pregnant, her life becomes more intertwined with the aviation hero 
and she begins to write her own letters to Amelia. While navigating her third trimester—amidst 
new conspiracy theories about Amelia’s mysterious disappearance, the search for her remains, 
and the impending publication of her private letters—Grace goes on a pilgrimage of her own.

Underscoring the power of reading and writing letters for self-discovery, Letters to Amelia is, 
above all, a story of the essential need for connection—and our universal ability to find hope in 
the face of fear.

Publication: September 2021

Publisher: Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World)

Lindsay Zier-Vogel is a Toronto-based writer, arts educator and the creator of the internation-
ally-acclaimed Love Lettering Project. After studying contemporary dance, she received her MA in 
Creative Writing from the University of Toronto. Her writing has been widely published in Canada and 
the U.K. Since 2001, she has been teaching creative writing workshops in schools and communities. Her 
hand-bound books are housed in the permanent collection at the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library 
in Toronto. As the creator of the Love Lettering Project, Lindsay has asked people all over the world to 
write love letters to their communities and hide them for strangers to find, spreading place-based love. 
Lindsay also writes children’s books. Because of The Love Lettering Project, CBC Radio has deemed 
Lindsay a “national treasure.” Letters to Amelia is her first book.
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Michelle Bilodeau and Karen Cleveland
The New Wedding Book:  
A Guide to Ditching All the Rules
“We’re in an age of redefinition, when so many “traditional” institutions are getting a much-
needed update, and the wedding business is no exception. I’ve always been cringed out by the 
“classic” North American wedding standard, but this book takes an industry steeped in capitalist 
excess, heteronormativity, and conformism and shows skeptics like me that getting married can 
actually be an accessible, personal, and—*gasp*—romantic process, after all.” 
–Amanda Montell, author of Wordslut: A Feminist Guide to Taking Back the English Language 
and Cultish: The Language of Fanaticism

“Relationships are not one-size fits all so why should weddings be?  This book outlines the many 
ways you can make sure that your big day is not another generic pre-scripted event, but a daz-
zling reflection of your unique love.” 
–Cynthia Loyst, bestselling author of Find Your Pleasure: The Art Of Living A More Joyful Life

“This book is mandatory reading for every modern woman who wants to actually enjoy her 
journey to marriage. It's the best time in history to be a woman with ambition—and society's 
wedding culture has some catching up to do. You are holding a hilarious and heart-felt permis-
sion slip and guide to plan your wedding and life on your terms.” 
–Charreah K. Jackson, coach and author of Boss Bride: The Powerful Woman's Playbook for Love 
+ Success

Plan your wedding without the weight of outdated customs and get hitched in a way that is 
authentic, fun, and true to who you are.

“But you’re getting married! You have to!”

That empty statement is on the other end of everything from jaw-droppingly expensive dresses, 
staged proposal engagement photo shoots, and reception selfie stations. From the minute they 
become engaged, there’s a script that couples are pressured to follow.

By breaking down the antiquated traditions of that #blessedweddingday, this book will help 
betrothed pairs throw the icky bridal traditions to the curb in honour of getting the wedding 
of their actual dreams—not the one we’ve been force-fed for decades by the wedding industrial 
complex.

Inspiring couples to plan their wedding in a way that is meaningful to them, The New Wedding 
Book debunks the “traditions,” makes sense of realistic budgets, offers brilliant advice from real-
life couples, and confronts the crushing pressure for weddings to be perfect.

Michelle Bilodeau and Karen Cleveland are Toronto-based writ-
ers. They are friends, frequent collaborators and regular media contributors. They 
met as colleagues when working at a  magazine. Karen asked Michelle to lunch for 
dating advice and the rest was history.

Between them, they have written for most of the major publications in Canada, 
including, the Toronto Star, The Globe and Mail, Fashion Magazine, Refinery29 
Canada and more. They have also both appeared on television, including CP24, 
The Social, eTalk and the like.

They allege to be clever, charming and (a little bit) funny.

Subjects:  
Marriage, feminism, humour

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: April 2021

Publisher: Dundurn

Rights Sold: 
-Tantor Media  
(Audio, World English)

-Dundurn (North America, English)
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Del Cowie
This is a Throwdown:  
A Toronto Hip-Hop History
Drake is one of the most popular and influential artists in hip-hop, the most listened to genre of 
music in the world, according to streaming giant Spotify. Yet, despite Drake’s overwhelming  
influence beyond popular culture and his fervent championing of Toronto in his lyrics, music 
and album covers, very little is known or documented of Toronto's rich hip-hop history

This is A Throwdown: A Toronto Hip-Hop History seeks to change this reality. Spanning 30 years 
of music history in one of the world’s most diverse and unique cities, This Is A Throwdown 
traces Toronto’s early, overshadowed contributions to the global phenomenon of hip-hop culture 
and contextualizes its present-day position as a nexus point for creatives where Drake and other 
Toronto hip-hop acts articulate the musical present and hint at the world’s sonic future.

Del Cowie is an Toronto-based music journalist and editor who has worked as an associate producer 
for CBC Music and the Peabody and International Emmy Award-winning Netflix series Hip Hop Evolu-
tion. He has appeared on CBC Radio’s q, Here and Now, and Big City Small World

Cowie was assistant editor and writer for Canadian national music publication Exclaim! for over a 
decade and has contributed to NOW, NOISEY, XXL and the National Post, among other publications. 
Since 2015, he produced and presented Before the 6ix, an ongoing panel discussion focusing on Toronto 
hip-hop history in association with the Toronto Public Library.

Cowie has been a member of the Polaris Music Prize jury since its 2006 inception.

Subjects:  
Hip-hop, Toronto, history

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: Spring 2023

Publisher: ECW Press

Rights Sold:  
-ECW Press (World)
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Christopher Dewolf
The New Flâneur
As Napoleon III sent his wrecking crews through the streets of Paris, ramming spiffy new 
boulevards through warrens of medieval streets, a strange new creature emerged: the flâneur. He 
walked the boulevards of this newly refashioned city, taking note of the changes, the people who 
embraced them and those who were left behind. Prototypically male, white, dandyish and fairly 
well-to-do, the flâneur was a curious but passive figure, keenly observing the city but never do-
ing much about it.

Today, we all live in 19th century Paris. The pandemic, political conflict, economic stress, social 
revolutions-this is a time of great and profound upheaval. And the place to witness it is on the 
streets. The New Flâneur explores how urban wandering can open our eyes to the world around 
us and help us understand the changes it is going through. But it also challenges the idea of 
the flâneur itself, recasting it as an inclusive figure whose knowledge of the street is the key to 
becoming engaged, critical and outspoken. 

The book opens in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. Our relationship to the city around us 
has been upended. Public space has become contentious: a place of joyous release in a time of 
invisible threat, and yet also a place subject to new controls and social pressures. In Montreal, 
a shadow city emerges as people overlooked by society reclaim streets abandoned by tourists, 
students and office workers. In Vancouver, the threat of racist attacks becomes an invisible 
minefield in a city that is ostensibly welcoming and diverse. In Hong Kong, pandemic restric-
tions are weaponized as a tool of political repression, and wandering alone—reconnecting with 
the city—becomes a form of silent resistance.

But this isn’t just a book about the pandemic. It’s a book about being a flâneur in a time of enor-
mous change. It plunges into the streets of Shenzhen to understand how a city that emerged just 
40 years ago has become a window into the complicated nature of modern China. It explores 
how online tools like Google Street View allow us to become digital flâneurs—global flâneurs—
who transcend borders that are becoming ever more firm in real life. And it looks at how, from 
Paris to New York to Toronto, people are plunging into the streets of their city to understand 
what they have to say about the world.

Christopher DeWolf is a journalist who has always been fascinated by cities. He writes about 
architecture, urbanism, design, art and culture, and when he is not roaming the streets of his adopted 
home of Hong Kong, he is cycling around his other adopted home, Montreal. After getting his start with  
Maisonneuve magazine and the Montreal Gazette, he began writing regularly for the South China  
Morning Post, Wall Street Journal and other publications. His work has also appeared in TIME, Roads & 
Kingdoms and CNN, and he is the managing editor of Zolima CityMag, a magazine of Hong Kong arts, 
culture and history. His first book is Borrowed Spaces: Life Between the Cracks of Modern Hong Kong, 
published by Penguin in 2017.

Subjects: Current issues, cities, 
civic engagement

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Proposal available

Rights Sold: 
All rights available
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Bahar Orang
Where Things Touch:  
A Meditation on Beauty
“A strikingly lyric thoughtful new voice, Orang writes with the knowledge that feeling is  
intelligence and thought is sensory. ‘What happens to beauty when it’s removed from its own 
dirt?’ Beauty is tangled with language, with a lover, with medicine, flowers, ocean, care, and 
compassion. These explorations are insightful, incisive, and beautiful—and yes, touching.” 
–Gary Barwin, Scotiabank Giller Prize-shortlisted author of Yiddish for Pirates

“Where Things Touch: A Meditation on Beauty is an erotic conversation with the manifold rela-
tions of beauty. Refracted through the lens of caregiving and caretaking, Bahar Orang’s lyric 
voice roams through poetry, Persian myth, and hospitals to enchant the everyday, returning us 
to an intimacy beyond the page—back to the body. Orang guides us with heart-centred intelli-
gence in this beautiful and wise book.” –Shazia Hafiz Ramji, author of Port of Being

To devote oneself to the study of beauty is to offer footnotes to the universe for all the places and 
all the moments that one observes beauty. I can no longer grab beauty by her wrists and demand 
articulation or meaning. I can only take account of where things touch.

Part lyric essay, part prose poetry, Where Things Touch: A Meditation on Beauty grapples with 
the manifold meanings and possibilities of beauty.

Drawing on her experiences as a physician-in-training, Orang considers clinical encounters and 
how they relate to the concept and very idea of beauty. Such considerations lead her to ques-
tions about intimacy, queerness, home, memory, love, and other aspects of human experience. 
Throughout, beauty is ultimately imagined as something inextricably tied to care: the care of 
lovers, on patients, of art and literature and the various non-human worlds that surround us.

Eloquent and meditative in its approach, beauty, here, beyond base expectations of frivolity and 
superficiality, is conceived of as a thing to recover. Where Things Touch is an exploration of an 
essential human pleasure, a necessary freedom by which to challenge what we know of ourselves 
and the world we inhabit.

Bahar Orang is a writer and physician-in-training living in Toronto. She has a BASc from McMaster 
University and an MA in Comparative Literature, from the University of Toronto. She completed her 
MD at McMaster University, and is now completing specialty training in psychiatry in Toronto. Her 
poetry and essays have been published in such places as GUTS, Hamilton Arts & Letters, CMAJ, and Ars 
Medica. Where Things Touch: A Meditation on Beauty is her first book.

Subjects: Essays, aesthetics

Publication: May 2020

Publisher: Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World)
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Amanda Orlando
Everyone’s Welcome: The Art of  
Living and Eating Allergen Free
“Amanda Orlando hasn’t let her food allergies stop her from making food a treasured part of her 
life.” –The New Family Podcast

“If you or someone you love has severe food allergies and dietary restrictions, Amanda Or-
lando’s new cookbook is for you ... Everyone’s Welcome is definitely a book for kitchen novices 
as well as more experienced cooks with dietary conditions to consider. But Orlando’s offerings 
transcend the book’s allergen-free focus, underlined by the subtitle: The Art of Living and Eat-
ing Allergen Free with an emphasis on the art of living and eating ... a delight.” –EAT

Based on her experiences with anaphylaxis and living in a family with multiple food allergies, 
author Amanda Orlando grew up with few resources about coping with anaphylaxis both in her 
own kitchen and in other’s. Through years of self-education, Amanda collected recipes, found 
substitutions, and food brands to suit her requirements. Having previously published another 
cookbook for allergen-free desserts, and a popular online platform through her blog and writing 
projects, Amanda is eager to further share her knowledge and experiences. It’s resources like 
these that she wished she had while growing up.

The recipes in Everyone's Welcome dispel the myth that allergen-free foods are also flavour-free 
and fun-free. The allergens that each recipe is free from are clearly listed. Ranging from break-
fast to dinner, and quick snacks, there is something for everyone. The simplicity of the recipes 
will suit readers who are on the go, such as students, busy parents, professionals, and those with 
little time to cook. Recipes will be accompanied by Amanda’s stunning photography.

Recent statistics show that in the United States, 8% of children have food allergies, and among 
that number, almost 40% have a history of severe allergic reactions to food and 30% have 
multiple food allergies. In Canada, food allergies are present in 10% of children in urban areas, 
and 6% who are in rural areas. Food allergies are on the rise, and this book will be increasingly 
useful not just to immediate sufferers, but to their family, their friends, coworkers, teachers, and 
camp counsellors; it’s a book for all ages. 

Amanda Orlando is the author and photographer of Allergen-Free Desserts, and is the co-founder 
of EverydayAllergenFree.com, a site for teens and young adults living with food allergies. In her spare 
time she loves to cook and bake, and can be found in the kitchen for hours on end. Her photography is 
inspired by bright, fresh ingredients and her family’s Italian recipes. Her focus is inclusivity for people 
with allergies or other dietary restrictions; in her kitchen, everyone’s welcome. Amanda currently lives in 
Toronto.

Subjects: Cooking, lifestyle

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: April 2019

Publisher: TouchWood Editions 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-TouchWood Editions (World)
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Hana Shafi
Small, Broke, and Kind of Dirty:
Affirmations for the Real World
“With her brash wit and honesty on display, this is the book that Frizz Kid / Hana Shafi fans 
(and new fans) have been waiting for.” —Vivek Shraya, author of The Subtweet

“Reading this book not only makes us feel more hopeful, it might just make us smarter, too.”  
—Bif Naked, Singer and songwriter

Let’s get one thing straight: Small, Broke, and Kind of Dirty: Affirmations for the Real World is 
not a book of advice. You’re not going to find a step-by-step guide to meditation here, or even 
reminders to drink lots of water and get enough sleep. Those things are all good for you, but 
that’s not what Hana Shafi wants to talk about.

Instead, Small, Broke, and Kind of Dirty—built around art from Shafi’s popular online affirma-
tion series—focuses on our common and never-ending journey of self-discovery. It explores 
the ways in which the world can all too often wear us down, and reminds us to remember our 
worth, even when it’s hard to do so. Drawing on her experience as a millennial woman of co-
lour, and writing with humour and a healthy dose of irreverence, Shafi delves into body politics 
and pop culture, racism and feminism, friendship, and allyship. Through it all, she remains 
positive without being saccharine, and hopeful without being naive.

So no, this is not an advice book: it’s a call to action, one that asks us to remember that we are 
valid as we are—flaws and all—and to not let the bastards grind us down.

Publication: September 2020

Publisher:  
Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World) 

Hana Shafi (a.k.a. Frizz Kid) is a writer and artist. Her visual art and writing frequently explores 
themes such as feminism, body politics, racism, and pop culture. Her first book, It Begins with the Body, 
was listed by CBC as one of the Best Poetry Books of 2018. A graduate of Ryerson University’s Journal-
ism Program, she has published articles in The Walrus, Hazlitt, THIS Magazine, and Torontoist, and has 
been featured on Buzzfeed, CBC, and in Flare, Shameless, and The New York Times. Known on 

Instagram for her weekly affirmation series, Shafi is the recipient of the 2017 Women Who Inspire 
Award, from the Canadian Council for Muslim Women. Born in Dubai, Shafi immigrated with her 

family to Mississauga, in 1996. She lives and works in Toronto.
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Erin Wunker
Notes from a Feminist Killjoy:  
Essays on Everyday Life 

—Winner, 2017 Evelyn Richardson Non-fiction Award — 
—Winner, 2017 Margaret and John Savage First Book Award — 

—Finalist for the 2017 Atlantic Book Award for Scholarly Writing— 
—Quill and Quire 2016 Book of the Year Selection— 

—Best Book of 2017, The Coast Halifax—

“This book offers a powerful plea for a feminism that is willing to kill any joy that derives from 
inequality and injustice. All feminist killjoys will want this book on their shelves!” 
–Sara Ahmed, former director of the Centre for Feminist Research and professor of Race and 
Cultural Studies at Goldsmiths (London), and author of Living a Feminist Life

“Wunker renders the label “feminist killjoy” one that readers can be proud to wear.”  
–Becky Robertson, Quill and Quire (starred review)

“Notes from a Feminist Killjoy is an answer to what is needed now—a self-consciously contin-
gent rejoinder to the question of “who needs feminism?”–Christina Turner, rabble.ca

Erin Wunker is a feminist killjoy, and she thinks you should be one, too.

Following in the tradition of Sara Ahmed (the originator of the concept “feminist killjoy”), 
Wunker brings memoir, theory, literary criticism, pop culture, and feminist thinking together 
in this collection of essays that take up Ahmed’s project as a multi-faceted lens through which 
to read the world from a feminist point of view.

Neither totemic nor complete, the non-fiction essays that make up Notes from a Feminist 
Killjoy: Essays on Everyday Life attempt to think publicly about why we need feminism, and 
especially why we need the figure of the feminist killjoy, now. From the complicated practices 
of being a mother and a feminist, to building friendship amongst women as a community-
building and -sustaining project, to writing that addresses rape culture from the Canadian con-
text and beyond, Notes from a Feminist Killjoy: Essays on Everyday Life invites the reader into a 
conversation about gender, feminism, and living in our inequitable world.

Subjects: Essays, feminism

Publication: November 2016

Publisher: Book*hug 
(K2 Literary selling UK/ANZ/ 
translation rights)

Rights Sold: 
-Book*hug (World)

-Vigilantes/Les Presses de 
l’Université de Montréal  
(World French)

-Editorial Chirimbote (Argentina)

-Sinsabooks (Korea)

-Cumartesi Kitaplıgı (Turkey)

Erin Wunker is Chair of the Board of the national non-profit organization Canadian Women in the 
Literary Arts (www.cwila.com) and co-founder, writer, and managing editor of the feminist academic 
blog Hook & Eye: Fast Feminism, Slow Academe. She teaches courses in Canadian literature and cultural 
production with a special focus on cultural production by women. She lives in Halifax with her partner, 
their daughter, and Marley the dog. Notes from a Feminist Killjoy is Wunker’s first book.
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Julia Zarankin
Field Notes from an  
Unintentional Birder

—A Globe and Mail bestseller— 
—A BC Books bestseller—

“Julia Zarankin is a delight, and so is her witty, charming, self-deprecating memoir, Field Notes 
from an Unintentional Birder.  By turns hilarious and moving, it traces Julia’s journey—almost 
against her will—into the world of birds and birding, where she ultimately finds a reflection of 
herself in the feathered migrants to which she becomes enthralled.”  
–Scott Weidensaul, author of Living on the Wind

“Everyone who loves birds has arrived at their interest by a unique route, but few can describe 
their journey with the eloquence that Julia Zarankin brings to this sparkling memoir. With hu-
mor and poignancy, she tells a deeply personal story that manages to shine a light on universal 
themes.” –Kenn Kaufman, author of Kingbird Highway

“This moving, quirky memoir isn’t about birds so much as falling in love with the world, its 
everyday wonders and absurdities. With refreshing candour and curiosity, Julia Zarankin shows 
us how to pay attention—to what we hope to see, and above all, to the unexpected.” 
–Kate Harris, author of Lands of Lost Borders

“A love song to the beauty of birding and a reminder that we should all spend more time looking 
up.” –Anne Bokma, author of My Year of Living Spiritually

When Julia Zarankin saw her first red-winged blackbird at the age of thirty-five, she didn’t ex-
pect that it would change her life. Recently divorced and auditioning hobbies during a stressful 
career transition, she stumbled on birdwatching, initially out of curiosity for the strange breed 
of humans who wear multi-pocketed vests, carry spotting scopes and discuss the finer points of 
optics with disturbing fervour. What she never could have predicted was that she would become 
one of them. Not only would she come to identify proudly as a birder, but birding would ulti-
mately lead her to find love, uncover a new language and lay down her roots.

Field Notes from an Unintentional Birder tells the story of finding meaning in midlife through 
birds. The book follows the peregrinations of a narrator who learns more from birds than she 
ever anticipated, as she begins to realize that she herself is as a migratory species: born in the 
former Soviet Union, growing up in Vancouver and Toronto, studying and working in the 
United States and living in Paris. Coming from a Russian immigrant family of concert pianists 
who believed that the outdoors were for “other people,” Julia Zarankin recounts the challenges 
and joys of unexpectedly discovering one’s wild side and finding one’s tribe in the unlikeliest of 
places.

Zarankin’s thoughtful and witty anecdotes illuminate the joyful experience of a new discovery 
and the surprising pleasure to be found while standing still on the edge of a lake at six a.m. In 
addition to confirmed nature enthusiasts, this book will appeal to readers of literary memoir, 
offering keen insight on what it takes to find one’s place in the world.

Subjects:  
Memoir, nature, migration

Agent: Kelvin Kong

Publication: September 2020

Publisher: Douglas & McIntyre

Rights Sold: 
-Douglas & McIntyre  
(North America, English)

-Dreamscape  
(Audio, World English)

Julia Zarankin is a Toronto-based writer and aspiring birdsplainer with a particular fondness for 
sewage lagoons. Her writing has appeared in The Walrus, Orion Magazine, Threepenny Review, Antioch 
Review, Birding Magazine, Maisonneuve, The New Quarterly, Ontario Nature and The Globe and Mail. 
Julia’s essays are also featured in several anthologies, including The M Word (Goose Lane),  
The Unpublished City (Book*hug), and Body and Soul (Caitlin Press). Julia won the Eden Mills Liter-
ary Festival Nonfiction Prize and has been first runner-up for PRISM International’s nonfiction prize, a 
finalist for the TNQ Edna Staebler Personal Essay Contest, and twice longlisted for the CBC Nonfiction 
Prize. When she isn’t writing, Julia lectures to lifelong learners about Russian culture and literature in 
venues across Toronto, and leads tours to Russia and the Caucasus with Worldwide Quest. Her birding/
life aspirations: “To sport the hairdo of a Cedar Waxwing, acquire the wardrobe of a Northern Flicker, 
and develop the confidence of a Ross’s Goose.” Julia lives in Toronto.
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